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Investing in Innovation
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L E A D E R S H I P  L E T T E R

Although innovation is a word that is often used in the marketplace these days, true 
innovation — o� ering something new or di� erent — is not quite as common. In the 
increasingly competitive fi nancial services industry, however, it is one of the critical 
elements of acquiring, growing and retaining successful long-term relationships 
with account holders.

That is why Harland Clarke continues to invest signifi cant resources in innovation, 
from the new solutions we develop to the advanced technology that powers our 
products and services. Doing so is part of our pursuit of excellence — not only in 
how we operate as a company, but more importantly in the ways we can help your 
fi nancial institution and your account holders experience the benefi ts of our e� orts.

This issue of Delivering Value highlights some of the unique solutions we have 
been working to bring to you. In our Solution Spotlight, you’ll learn about how 
your fi nancial institution can provide convenient and secure person-to-person 
payments for your account holders and remain in the middle of the transaction 
with Harland Clarke’s Direct Payment Exchange™ and DPXPay™. You’ll also see 
how CheckFolio™ revolutionizes check packaging and storage, making it more 
organized, secure and eco-friendly in the process — features and benefi ts that 
account holders appreciate and credit their fi nancial institutions for providing.

Additionally, you’ll read about research indicating that checks remain an important 
tool for both account holder engagement and loyalty. And you’ll discover how you 
can help foster loyalty among business account holders by o� ering the value-
added services they need to start, manage and grow their businesses with Harland 
Clarke’s new Business Shop web portal. We share some good news about the 
international acknowledgment of database marketing excellence that Harland 
Clarke received for the creativity and ingenuity that was demonstrated in an 
onboarding program we developed with Zions Bank. And our case study provides 
insight about how Harland Clarke helped one large regional bank client increase 
both retention and incremental balances. 

As Harland Clarke continues to invest in innovation throughout 2012 and beyond, 
we look forward to working with you and your account holders to create many 
stories of success. We appreciate the ongoing opportunity to do so.

Sincerely,

Dan Singleton
President and Chief Operating O�  cer
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S O L U T I O N  S P O T L I G H T

When it comes to paying for a product or service, consumers’ options have risen dramatically 
during the past few years. The ubiquitous question once heard at checkout stands — “Cash 
or check?” — expanded to a choice of which credit or debit card to swipe. And online bill pay 
created even more convenience for consumers.

Now, the electronic money movement experience has reached a new level of ease and 
effi  ciency as consumers increasingly seek ways to more conveniently make person-to-person 
(P2P) payments and maintain the confi dentiality of their fi nancial account information. This 
powerful trend is transforming the payment industry, particularly as a younger generation of 
technology-conscious consumers continues to infl uence the marketplace.

However, banks and credit unions of all sizes have faced a complex challenge: how to provide 
P2P payments through a secure network that supports the relationships they have established 
with account holders. With Harland Clarke’s Direct Payment Exchange and DPXPay, the teams 
at Harland Clarke and Harland Financial Solutions have joined forces to deliver an ideal solution.

       Delivering 
Convenient, Secure   
         Person-to-Person 
      Electronic Payments

Harland Clarke’s Direct Payment Exchange™ network and 
DPXPay™ service create new options — and opportunities — 
for fi nancial institutions and account holders
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Direct Payment Exchange: A Network, and More
Direct Payment Exchange offers a common P2P platform for financial institutions that 
facilitates the movement of money while providing a variety of other important 
features and benefits. These include authentication and aliasing services, enhanced 
security, and flexible architecture.

When financial institutions become part of Direct Payment Exchange, they are able 
to offer DPXPay — the P2P payment solution that brings the future of innovative 
payments to today’s business environment.

DPXPay: The Service
“DPXPay enables financial institutions to meet account holder demand for convenient and 
secure P2P payments, and helps increase retention,” says Osmon. “Account holders already 
trust their banks and credit unions with their ATM, credit card, debit card, check and other 
transactions. So when they need to pay the babysitter, receive reimbursement from a friend 
for dinner or make a charitable donation, they will look to those same institutions for secure 
solutions that allow them do that anywhere, anytime.” All the account holder needs is the 
recipient’s email address or mobile phone number, and a transaction can be completed via 
a mobile phone or with a few clicks online. Account holders can also move money between 
their own accounts at different financial institutions.

With these transactions comes a flexible fee structure and the opportunity for banks and 
credit unions to generate new transaction-based revenue. Additional benefits of DPXPay 
include reduced costs associated with other payment methods, the ability to reallocate 
back-office resources as self-service transactions increase, and the potential for increased 
online banking and mobile banking adoption.

continued on page 6 >>

Direct Payment Exchange 

offers a common P2P 

platform for financial 

institutions that facilitates 

the movement of money 

while providing a variety 

of other important features 

and benefits.
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S O L U T I O N  S P O T L I G H T

Delivering Convenient, Secure Person-to-Person Electronic Payments cont'd

Plus, DPXPay includes a powerful back-offi  ce management console with transaction 
monitoring, analytics, informative reports and more to help fi nancial institutions manage every 
aspect of the service. “Institutions can tailor the program by setting default minimum and 
maximum payment amounts, and daily or monthly maximum payment amounts and number 
of transactions,” adds Osmon.

Successful Innovation
Harland Clarke and Harland Financial Solutions have created a unique opportunity for fi nancial 
institutions with Direct Payment Exchange and DPXPay. “When you combine the nationwide 
Direct Payment Exchange network with the secure, technology-rich DPXPay payment tool — 
and add the track record of a trusted payment adviser that does not compete with its clients 
— you have the best of all worlds,” says Hansen. “We believe we have established a solid 
foundation of P2P success for our clients.”

How It Works: Fast and Easy P2P Payments 

The account holder sends or requests a payment  
by entering the recipient’s email address or mobile 
phone number.

The recipient receives an email or SMS text message 
with instructions on how to accept the payment.

The recipient visits a link in the payment notifi cation 
to accept the payment and enters account 
information.

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Payment 
Initiated

Payment 
Sent

Payment 
Accepted

For more information about how Harland Clarke can help your fi nancial

                      institution generate revenue, increase retention 
                  and experience the other benefi ts of Direct Payment Exchange 
                                                            and DPXPay, contact your account executive or
                                                                      visit harlandclarke.com/contactus.

DV
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Harland Clarke and Harland Financial Solutions have teamed up to create 
Direct Payment Exchange and DPXPayTM, and there is more innovation to 
come. We will be rolling out a number of add-on account services that help 
streamline your branch and online workfl ow processes to make them faster 
and easier to use, for both account holders and branch personnel.

Harland Clarke and Harland Financial Solutions have teamed up to create 
Direct Payment Exchange and DPXPay
come. We will be rolling out a number of add-on account services that help 
streamline your branch and online workfl ow processes to make them faster 

A Sneak  
 Peek

Expand the number of 
relationships 
generated from an account-opening 
session

Help account 

holders s
witch

 

fi nancial 

institu
tion

s

Register account holders 
for services introduced at 

account opening

These and other o� erings are coming soon.

Watch for additional information  
          about concierge services that:
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he economics surrounding revenue sources for 
financial institutions are in flux. Changing regulatory 
requirements within the Durbin Amendment, the 
CARD Act of 2009 and updates to Regulation E are 
affecting traditional profit-generating avenues that 
financial institutions have come to rely on. Revenues 
from products like debit cards and credit cards are 
contracting as a result of legislative pressures. That 
contraction will continue with a financial impact to 
the industry expected to top more than $12 billion 
annually, according to a recent white paper by Javelin 
Strategy & Research, Facing Durbin: Enhancing DDA 
Value With Check-based Solutions. 

In today’s changing economic landscape, the one thing 
that hasn’t changed is the critical role checks play in 
the payment value chain. Although debit cards are 
now more commonly used than checks as a non-cash 
payment instrument in the United States, checks are 
still an integral payment option and a key component 
in a primary account relationship — making them 
worthy of renewed attention. As financial institutions 
seek to identify new profit centers in response to 
changing regulatory requirements, it’s time to revisit, 
and rethink, how checks can enhance the value of the 
account holder relationship.

Javelin Research Cites the Check  
      as a Key to Account Holder  
                 Engagement  

Bottom-line impact of 
new regulations demands 
checks get a second look

T
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The Value of Check-writing  
Account Holders
Recently enacted regulations will continue to impact 
the bottom line for financial institutions and contribute 
to significant losses of revenue. Javelin estimates 
that the Durbin Amendment’s debit interchange cap 
alone will reduce revenues by $6.6 billion annually 
and change profitability in fundamental ways that 
financial institutions have yet to fully realize. Overdraft 
fee restrictions from Regulation E could mean an 
additional $5.6 billion annual hit to the industry. Banks 
and credit unions must tread carefully in today’s 
belt-tightening climate to offset these lost revenues. 
Financial institutions have already made front-
page headlines as they proposed new fees, such as 
monthly account holder debit card charges. The public 
response was swift, sharp and negative. The impact 
on account holder retention remains in question.

In 2012 and beyond, finding the balance between 
account holder satisfaction and a competitive edge 
necessitates a careful reassessment of the account 
holder relationship. Not all accounts or account  
holders are created equal, but the check-
writing account holder represents a primary 
account relationship deserving attention.

Some institutions have already come to the conclusion 
that checks are more than just a traditional payment 
vehicle. Use of checks can, in fact, be indicative of 
engaged and profitable account holders. Check-writing 
account holders are worth targeting. Here’s why: 
Heavy check users, defined as those who have written 
at least five checks per month in the past 12 months, 
have an average checking account balance that’s more 
than twice the average balance of non-check users — 
$2,829 compared with $1,215. While check writers 
are distributed across all age groups, checks are more 
often used by high-income seniors, a profitable and 
loyal account holder segment with average assets 
of $240,000. And there’s more. Check writers have 
greater relationship tenure with their institutions and 
use a broader array of products than do other account 
holders. They’re more likely to have bank credit cards, 
loans, mortgages and CDs, and that means they’re 
exactly the account holders financial institutions  
want to engage.

Despite the focus on alternative payment options, 
checks still represent a significant share of dollar 
volume. In 2009, the Federal Reserve found that 
checks constituted 22 percent of total volume of non-
cash payments. That was second only to debit cards. 
However, in terms of transaction value, the average 
check of $440.09 was 10 times greater than the 
dollar amount of the average debit card transaction. 

Checks may have experienced lower visibility in 
recent years, but that was generally not due to any 
strategic shift on the part of financial institutions 
to move account holders away from using checks. 
Rather, financial institutions’ emphasis on products 
like debit cards, which generated higher revenues, 
encouraged some institutions to focus their account 
holders on using these products. But now, there are 
several reasons that the check’s visibility is increasing. 
First, the use of alternatives to checks is expected 
to decrease due to new regulations, so checks may 
experience some turnaround in usage. Second, as a 
result of a number of regulatory and technological 
changes, check processing is speeding up. Along 
with the positive bottom-line impact of Check 21, 
the ongoing transition to electronic check handling 
and clearing through changes like check conversion, 
remote deposit capture and check imaging will 
continue to make checks less time consuming and less 
costly to process. Third, the investments being made 
by financial institutions to support account holders 
with mobile deposit capture, remote deposit capture 
and envelope-free deposits at ATMs are increasing 
account holder convenience, enhancing retention and 
reducing the long-term expenses associated with 
check handling. Each of these initiatives has brought 
renewed viability and profitability to the check product.

New account holders present some of the greatest 
opportunities. An effective check program can 
often generate, on average, $10,000 in fee income 
per branch per year and should be an integral 
component of any financial institution’s growth 
strategy.1 Leveraging existing program sales tools 
and encouraging frontline personnel to offer 
checks to new account holders, while educating 
these account holders on the many strengths of 
checks — near-universal acceptance, the safety 
of checks as compared with cash, and the ability 
to control and track expenditures — will create 
greater account holder engagement and build 
revenue during the new-account setup process. 

Allowing consumers and business account holders to 
bank on their terms — making and receiving payments 
in the manner they desire most — also remains 
key to attracting and retaining account holders, 
preserving existing revenue streams and exploring 
cross-selling opportunities. As a representative 
of one large credit union says, “Even if [account 
holders] don’t use the checks, the fact that they 
order checks from you is a good sign that they are 
going to be engaged members of your institution.”

continued on page 10 >>

An effective check 
program can 
often generate, on 
average, $10,000 
in fee income 
per branch per 
year and should 
be an integral 
component of 
any financial 
institution’s 
growth strategy.

1Javelin Strategy & Research, Facing Durbin: Enhancing DDA Value 
With Check-based Solutions 
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Maintaining the Primary 
Account Holder Bond
New payment methods come to market, but contrary 
to expectations, existing ones don’t go away. Rather, 
they fi nd their place within the hierarchy of payment 
options. The check is still viewed as a trustworthy 
tool. It is familiar. And it is personal. It’s not unusual 
to detect an emotional connection when consumers 
talk about checks. They associate checks with gift 
giving and with payments to those in their inner circle, 
such as family members, service providers and shop 
owners. They also prefer writing checks for high-ticket 
transactions due to the extra feeling of security they 
get from having a paper trail. One midsize fi nancial 
institution representative says, “People still feel a 
sense of comfort making their bigger payments by 
check. And they’ve got a cleared check right on their 

statement that shows they made the payment.” 
Consumers and small-business owners perceive 
checks as an important tool for controlling their 
accounts their way.  

Checks are more than just a payment vehicle; check 
writing is an important engagement tool. As banks 
and credit unions look for new ways to off set losses 
associated with changing regulations and generate 
new revenue streams, check product strategies that 
build interaction with account holders warrant a 
serious look. Financial institutions may be surprised 
to learn that their most valued account holders are 
their check-writing clients. Seizing the opportunity 
to engage these account holders and develop strong 
relationships opens up potential avenues for cross-
selling and bundling products and services while 
promoting account holder value and retention. 

Javelin Research Cites the Check as a Key to Account Holder Engagement cont'd

Account Holder Engagement Is Focused 
          Around Multiple Points of Contact

Among those fi nancial 
institutions that assessed 

account holder engagement,
product breadth and depth 
— along with transaction 

volume — were mentioned.

“We think engagement would 
be a member who has direct 
deposit with us, uses a debit 
card and has some sort of a 
loan product with us.”

              — Large Credit Union

“We really like 
customers to be sticky 
and, to the extent that 
they are using a variety 
of payment vehicles, 
including checks, 
that's really better for 
us in the long term. 
Ultimately, we want 
customers to transact 
and make payments 
in a way that’s best for 
them.“

              — Midsize Bank
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“It’s really all about creating 
a primary customer, which 
is usually demonstrated by 
somebody who makes a lot of 
payments, regardless of the 
mechanism.”

                            — Large Bank

Check Usage as a Loyalty Tool 

Despite the profi les of check-writing account holders who are likely to yield higher 
than average return on investment, many fi nancial institutions overlook this segment 
when rolling out loyalty programs. One large bank, however, rewarded customers for 

the total value of their relationship, including the checking account. The result? 
The checking account balances of its participants climbed an impressive 50 

percent during the program. This suggests that check usage cannot only be 
a focal point for rewards, but it also can be associated with driving more 
valuable account holder relationships.

Check Orders as a Revenue Stream 

With the ongoing search for new profi t centers, the value of check 
orders and services as an additional revenue stream should be 
reassessed. Some fi nancial institutions are successfully converting 
unprofi table check programs to profi table ones with new pricing 
strategies. Financial institutions that are best in class when it comes 

to generating check revenue are often able to integrate check sales at 
the new account desk, provide starter checks even to account holders 

who have opened accounts online and standardize selling procedures at the 
branch level to streamline the process. A standardized process can increase 

close rates and strengthen the bond between account holders and their 
fi nancial institutions.

Check Services Create Account Holder Engagement 

As implementation of the Durbin Amendment spurs fi nancial institutions to establish 
account-associated fees such as monthly DDA charges, the time is right to actively 
strengthen the relationship bonds with account holders. The goal is to be the primary, 
if not the only, banking relationship. Today, about 30 percent of an average fi nancial 
institution’s account holders are also transacting at other institutions. But new fees 
may cause many consumers and small businesses to consolidate their accounts and 
banking relationships. That’s why it’s time to be preemptive, and to identify and focus 
on high-value relationships by looking for account holders who use, and can benefi t 
from, check services. 

Check-writing Account Holders 
       Yield Sustainable Benefi ts

DV
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Sometimes an old way of doing things is so ingrained 
that we can’t conceive of another method. That is, 
until an innovation comes along, so intuitive, that 
it’s hard to believe we ever functioned without it.

Consider the tried-and-true checkbox: It’s a decades-
old packaging system to which your account holders 
scarcely give a second thought. Yet check packaging 
is undergoing a revolutionary sea change. Just as you 
can’t imagine buying a television without a remote, 
it won’t be long before your account holders can’t 
imagine receiving their checks without CheckFolio™.

The slim and trim CheckFolio, measuring 10 inches 
by 6.5 inches, looks like a book jacket or notebook, 
its spine only a half-inch thick. But open it up, and 
you won’t find pages. Instead, secured inside are 
removable checkbooks, neatly aligned left and right, 
giving consumers a brand new system for receiving 
and storing checks. And just like that, the traditional 
consumer checkbox — like the manual typewriter  
and the rotary dial telephone — is destined to  
become a memory. 

“One consumer told us that it’s like putting wheels 
on a suitcase,” says Gwen Cuffie, vice president 
of marketing solutions and products for Harland 
Clarke. “We all had that ‘wow’ moment when we 
wondered why nobody ever thought of this before.”

Yet for all its magic, CheckFolio — which can best 
be described as an enhanced and re-engineered 
check system that vastly improves the account 
holder experience — actually is the result of 
years of meticulous development that included 
extensive research and consumer testing.
 
As Cuffie explains, Harland Clarke has been aware 
of a growing need to start delivering checks in a 
slimmer package. “A few years ago, our shipping 
networks began investing in equipment to automate 
the delivery of flat packages. Ultimately, this meant 
that shipping three-dimensional parcels like the 
checkbox would become inefficient. We needed 
to innovate in order to better serve our clients.”

So Harland Clarke made a commitment to re-
engineer the checkbox. But while the driving force 
for the introduction of a slimmer check package was 
the planned automation of shipping networks, the 
result — CheckFolio — has turned out to be so much 
more. As is often the case with innovation, working to 
solve one problem ended up solving others as well.

“At first we were concerned that consumers 
might find a new approach to be disruptive and 
they would not be willing to make a shift to the 
CheckFolio concept,” Cuffie says.“What we didn’t 
realize was just how much they would love it.”

Thinking Outside  
      the Checkbox:
    Sleek New Package  
        Ushers In a New Era of       
                     Check Packaging  
                                 and Storage

P R O D U C T  N E W S  A N D  A N N O U N C E M E N T S

Consumers and financial executives rave about CheckFolio™
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• CheckFolio is organized. 
All components are packaged 
together neatly, ready to place in 
a drawer or fi ling cabinet, or on a 
bookshelf 
for easy 
access and 
storage.

• CheckFolio is secure. 
CheckFolio arrives in a tamper-
evident package. Plus, its unique 
design makes for discreet and 

fl exible storage 
options — helping 
protect the contents 
and the account 
holder’s identity. 

• CheckFolio is eco-friendly. 
The compact and effi  cient design 
uses less material and creates 
less waste — and CheckFolio is 

recyclable.

What Is   
    CheckFolio? CheckFolio is revolutionizing the way 

account holders receive, use and store 
checks. Consumers particularly like these 
three key features.

1 Compass Marketing Research, 2011

A staggering 

          94% of 
respondents 

preferred   
 CheckFolio to the   
   traditional checkbox.

Harland Clarke’s investment in 
quantitative and qualitative packaging 
research was considerable and far-
reaching, including national video 
surveys, end-of-check-order surveys, 
product preference surveys, focus 
groups and client forums. The company 
asked more than 1,000 consumers for 
their opinions about and preferences 
for various check package prototypes, 
and researched the check delivery 
needs of banks and credit unions.

What Harland Clarke found was that 
consumers literally wanted out-of-the-
box thinking. “It turns out that they 
wanted more than what a checkbox 
off ered,” says Cuffi  e, adding that 
consumers desired secure packaging, 
a more organized check system, a 
more simple and eco-friendly package, 
and more home storage fl exibility.

The CheckFolio prototype repeatedly 
came out on top, and the research speaks volumes. 
A staggering 94 percent of respondents preferred 
CheckFolio to the traditional checkbox.1  Only a very 
small minority — 6 percent — preferred the box. 
And nobody preferred loose checks with 
the build-a-box solution already in the 
market through another check printer. 

Furthermore, Harland Clarke researchers asked 
respondents to rate CheckFolio against the traditional 
checkbox and the fl at build-a-box package on a scale 
of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest. The average rating 

for CheckFolio was 8.1, more than double the 3.2 
rating given to the checkbox and almost four times 
the 2.2 rating given to the build-a-box package. 

“The bottom line is that account holders see CheckFolio 
as not just a check packaging option, but as a welcome 
and much-needed fi nancial organizational tool,” says 
Cuffi  e, who believes the CheckFolio system will soon 
become the predominant design in the industry.

continued on page 14 >>
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2  Harland Clarke Analytics Team study

Sleek New Package Ushers In a New Era of Check Packaging and Storage cont'd

. . . account holders 
fi nd CheckFolio to be 

so engaging that they 
credit their fi nancial 
institution with being 

“forward thinking” and 
“caring about their 

customers.”

To learn more, visit 
CheckFolio.com.

Long Live the Check

CheckFolio couldn’t have come at a better time. 
Checks are an important payment vehicle for most 
account holders and a key account holder engagement 
tool, according to Javelin Strategy & Research’s 2011 
State of the Check study. Javelin found that the value 
of each check written has skyrocketed to 10 times 
that of a debit card charge, and that more emotion 
is tied to checks than to other payment forms. 

And, according to a Javelin white paper, Facing Durbin: 
Enhancing DDA Value With Check-based Solutions, 
checks continue to be important for consumers, 
which means they should be important to fi nancial 
institutions. A primary banking relationship anchored 
with a checking account is strongly associated with 
the use of multiple fi nancial products and higher 
account balances. There is a positive correlation 
between profi table account holders and active 
check writers.2  (See the article on Page 8.) 

“Clearly, checks and debit cards are not synonymous 
for consumers,” says Cuffi  e. “Check writing is viewed 
as the more important activity. Likewise, it makes 
sense for a system like CheckFolio to elevate the way 
we expect our checks to be packaged, used 
and stored.” 

Financial Institutions Get the Kudos

The best part about CheckFolio for Harland Clarke’s 
clients is that account holders assume their fi nancial 
institution invented the idea. “We’re investing in the 
innovation, but our clients get all the credit,” says 
Cuffi  e. “And we wouldn’t have it any other way.” 

Indeed, account holders fi nd CheckFolio to be so 
engaging that they credit their fi nancial institution 
with being “forward thinking” and “caring about 
their customers.” That, according to Cuffi  e, is 
a key part of Harland Clarke’s commitment 
to improving the account holder experience 
and boosting account holder engagement.

According to Cuffi  e, 2012 will be a transitional year 
for the introduction of CheckFolio and, for now, 
fi nancial institutions should alert account holders 
that their checks may be arriving in a new slim, green 
package. Once the transition is complete, she sees a 
variety of potential ways for banks and credit unions to 
use CheckFolio to foster the check-writing relationship. 
“Print on demand may enable us to digitally print 
CheckFolio jackets, ultimately creating more options 
for branding and messaging for our clients in ways 
we never could have done with the checkbox,” she 
says. The new platform also paves the way for other 
secure fulfi llment opportunities. For example, Harland 
Clarke’s patent application describes a WelcomeFolio 
containing checks, debit cards and marketing materials.

“The coming years will bring new possibilities,” 
Cuffi  e adds. “Our overall goal remains the delivery 
of a superior account holder experience.” DV
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“My fi nancial institution is forward-thinking, and they care  
                               about making my life easier.”

“My bank is way ahead of its competitors.”

“This makes me think my fi nancial institution cares about me.”

“They are innovative and care about their customers.”

“I really like this. It is much better organized.”

“This reminds me of why I do business with Harland Clarke.”

“This is the most innovative thing 
                  I’ve seen in checks in my career. 
                                                            Hats off  to Harland Clarke.”

“I like it. You guys have done your homework.”

“During our consideration of providers … this was the biggest 
                             determinant for us staying with Harland Clarke.”

    What Consumers 
         and Financial Institution 
                   Executives 
         Are Saying About 
                                CheckFolio

Bank and Credit Union Executives:

Consumers:
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Small businesses are the linchpin of the U.S. economy. In fact, they have generated a whopping 
64 percent of net new jobs during the past 15 years, employing slightly more than half of all 
private-sector employees, according to the U.S. Small Business Administration.

This sort of growth makes the small-business market highly attractive and continues to fuel 
competition among banks and credit unions to acquire an increasingly larger share of profi table 
business accounts. That’s because small businesses require a wide range of fi nancial services 
— a diverse personal and business mix that can include everything from checking and credit 
accounts to business loans, home equity loans and wealth management. As a group, small-
business owners typically are pressed for time, so they appreciate easy access to business 
services that can help them start, manage and grow their companies.

Harland Clarke recently launched a new web portal, Business Shop, to help fi nancial institutions 
target and engage this fl ourishing entrepreneurial base. “Business Shop gives our clients more 
to off er their business account holders and helps them strengthen relationships,” says Michael 
Rutledge, director for business product marketing and development at Harland Clarke. “It also 
demonstrates that fi nancial institutions understand what business account holders require.”

B U S I N E S S  T 0  B U S I N E S S

Value-added services like Business Shop strengthen 
                 the fi nancial institution’s role as a trusted adviser

Foster Loyalty by Helping   
                Small Businesses Prosper

 “Putting a full selection of 
products and services together 

in a one-stop shop 
addresses their needs 

to save time and money, 
and to cost-e� ectively 
grow their businesses.”
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This works well for both fi nancial institutions and businesses. J.D. Power and Associates 
reports that business owners want their fi nancial institutions to stay in touch and provide 
support by delivering tools that help them run their businesses more effi  ciently and cost 
eff ectively.1  At the same time, fi nancial institutions have a need to establish strong, long-term 
relationships with their business account holders who, as a group, make use of higher-end 
fi nancial products and services.

For fi nancial institutions, devising new ways to engage business owners is an ongoing and 
ever-evolving eff ort. The most eff ective strategies maximize business-owner interaction by 
providing value-added services such as those off ered through Business Shop. The portal helps 
establish new relationships, build on existing ones, and boost retention and loyalty over time.

One-stop Marketing Destination

Business Shop addresses the biggest pain points that business owners have: fi nding new 
customers and maintaining profi tability. Although the number of vehicles to reach potential 
customers is greater than ever before — websites, email marketing, social media, direct mail, 
telemarketing and more — the tools and expertise necessary to successfully manage them all 
can be overwhelming.

Today’s business owners need solutions from sources they can count on, which makes turning 
to their fi nancial institutions a smart choice. Business Shop helps owners prosper by giving 
them a single-source destination for marketing tools from respected industry leaders that 
can help support them in any phase of their business’s life cycle. “Putting a full selection of 
products and services together in a one-stop shop addresses their needs to save time and 
money, and to cost-eff ectively grow their businesses,” Rutledge adds.

Long-term Solutions

Business Shop provides a variety of solutions related to each stage of a business’s life cycle. 
For new businesses, Business Shop off ers startup tools like checks, forms, labels, business 
cards, letterhead, logo design, merchant payment processing, and incorporation and LLC 
formation. To support ongoing business management and maintenance needs, services 
include domain registration, web design and web hosting, along with payroll, hiring and IT 
solutions.

Business Shop services for businesses in the growth phase feature direct mail and email 
campaigns, search engine optimization, e-commerce and online marketing solutions. Expert 
solution providers include Harland Clarke companies iPrint, SubscriberMail and Harland 
Technology Services, in addition to other providers such as Experian, Chase Paymentech, 
web.com and more. As an incentive for utilizing Business Shop, account holders can take 
advantage of more than $2,000 in special discounts and trial off ers.

Financial institutions are now able to promote Business Shop products, services and special 
off ers to their business account holders using a suite of turnkey marketing tools created by 
Harland Clarke.

For more information 
about how Business Shop 

can help your institution foster loyalty, 
contact your Harland Clarke 

account executive or visit 
harlandclarke.com/BusinessShop.

The Small-business   
                   Toolbox
Harland Clarke’s Business Shop off ers 
products and services that help a small 
business run more eff ectively and 
effi  ciently at every stage.

Start
• Checks and forms
• Customer demographics
• Labels and envelopes
• Business cards
• Letterhead
• Logo design
• Merchant payment processing
• Incorporation and LLC formation

Manage
• Domain registration
• Web design and hosting
• Job posting and hiring
• IT solutions
• Consumer mailing lists
• Checks and forms
• Payroll solutions

Grow
• Direct mail campaigns
• Email marketing
• Search engine optimization
• E-commerce
• Facebook company page
• Online marketing
• IT solutions

1 J.D. Power and Associates, 2008 Small Business Banking Satisfaction Study

DV
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Background

A regional bank with more than 130 branches in two Western states began off ering consumers 
the ability to open accounts online. However, the bank encountered challenges in terms of 
creating a centralized, automated mechanism for communicating with these new online 
customers in a reliable, effi  cient and relevant fashion. In addition, the bank saw a need to 
reduce overall new account attrition for all customers, whether online or in branch. The bank 
realized the importance of establishing a strong relationship with all customers, especially at 
the start of the customer life cycle and within the critical fi rst 60 days.

Challenge 

The bank, a long-term client of Harland Clarke, asked for a solution to help decrease 
overall new account attrition. At the same time, this solution needed to improve existing 
communication with new online customers, beginning with thanking them for their business. 
The ultimate goal was to better understand and meet each new customer’s banking needs. The 
solution also needed to facilitate the procurement of necessary print documentation, such as a 
signature card, for internet-based accounts. 

Solution 

Harland Clarke recommended implementation of its onboarding solution, an ongoing 
integrated process that builds long-term relationships by engaging new account holders and 
growing them into profi table and loyal account holders. Our onboarding solution allows for 
a multidimensional strategy that connects fi nancial institutions with their account holders 
through multiple channels, delivering the right message at the right time. 

Harland Clarke targeted both internet- and branch-based customers with deposit-related 
accounts such as checking, money market and savings. The next step was to devise a 
communication strategy based on the accounts each customer opened. The goals were to 
thank customers for their business, educate them about using their new accounts and suggest 
complementary products. For example, a new checking customer might be told about the 
benefi ts of adding a debit card, direct deposit or mobile banking. New online customers 
received a signature card that had to be signed and returned.

The onboarding program was launched with three separate direct mail communications. A 
welcome packet thanking new customers was mailed within seven days of account opening 
and included a signature card for online customers. This package was followed by two more 
mailings — one after 30 days and another at the 60-day mark. The content of each was highly 
relevant and engaging, and was tied directly to the type of account the customer opened. 

C L I E N T  C A S E S
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Many variables impact marketing campaign success. The information on earnings or percentage increases 
that is contained within this case study is provided for demonstrative purposes only. Harland Clarke does 
not guarantee or warrant earnings or a particular level of success with a campaign.

What this 
         means to you:

• An automated, reliable 
method of providing timely 
communication with new 
account holders is key to 
building relationships. This 
solution provides a worry-free, 
secure mechanism for reaching 
account holders at the right time 
with the right message.

• A method that reinforces 
purchase decisions and engages 
account holders in the products 
and services they’ve acquired 
will prove most e� ective. This 
process helps mitigate the 
typically high attrition rate of 
new accounts and improves 
long-term retention.

• Onboarding is a fi rst step to a 
long-term approach that can 
continue throughout the life 
cycle of an account. Onboarding 
sets a foundation for additional 
cross-sell activities, opening 
an ongoing dialog with account 
holders that strengthens those 
relationships.

The welcome letter came with a tear-off  side coupon that off ered products to complement 
the account. At 30 days and again at 60 days, a letter arrived in a standard business-
sized envelope with a tear-off  coupon at the bottom off ering services to further engage 
the customer. The content for each was similar, with the 60-day letter communicating a 
somewhat stronger cross-sell message.

Results 

Harland Clarke’s onboarding program produced a statistically signifi cant account retention 
lift of 6.7 percent and household retention lift of 2.5 percent compared with a control group, 
as well as an average of 95 percent account retention for new customers. In addition, 
the program generated considerable increases in incremental balances and delivered a 
statistically signifi cant balance retention lift of 6.4 percent.

The bank continues to aggressively support this program and is very pleased with both 
the results and its close collaboration with Harland Clarke. Plans call for expanding the 
onboarding eff ort to other lines of business, such as to new credit card holders and new 
small-business accounts.

Building Stronger Account Relationships                                                                                                                With Onboarding

DV



Harland Clarke Receives 
International Acknowledgement 
for Database Marketing 
Excellence

Harland Clarke recently received the 2011 Database Excellence Gold 
Award. Presented by the National Center for Database Marketing 
(NCDM), the award was given in the marketing strategies category 
for the onboarding program Harland Clarke developed with Zions 
Bank. The prestigious NCDM international awards program honors 
organizations that have demonstrated ingenuity and creativity in 
using customer data to produce measurable results. 

Harland Clarke developed the onboarding program to help Zions 
Bank reduce customer attrition, increase share of wallet and drive 
positive engagement with the brand. The program combined 

insights collected during account-opening 
sessions with Harland Clarke’s statistical 
analysis and predictive modeling to drive 
intelligent multichannel communications and 
create immediate customer engagement. During 
a seven-month measurement period following 
implementation of the program, Zions Bank 
generated a return on investment (in the cost of 

the customized onboarding program) of more than six to one, an 
average retention rate of 96 percent and an increase in deposits of 40 percent 
when compared with the control group — exceeding the project goals by more than 
200 percent.

“We know from Harland Clarke’s 2011 State of the Industry Benchmarking Analysis 
that up to 40 percent of account holders will leave a fi nancial institution within one 
year of opening a new account — and that represents a signifi cant loss in potential 
deposits and revenue,“ said Sandeep Kharidhi, vice president of analytics and business 
intelligence for Harland Clarke. “The key to sustaining those relationships is to be 
proactive, using immediate, ongoing and smart communications to engage account 
holders.“ 

“Zions has been tremendously pleased with the success of this collaboration,“said 
Matt Wilcox, director of interactive services for Zions Bank. “We knew that Harland 
Clarke had the industry knowledge and experience necessary for this project, but the 
results have surpassed our expectations.“ 

Harland Clarke and Zions Bank worked with Salt Lake City-based Richter7 to design a 
campaign that relied on behavior-driven messaging to maximize the relevancy of the 
customer communications. “The NCDM award is especially gratifying because this 
program is so measurable and has had such a positive impact for Zions,“ said 
Tal Harry, partner at Richter7.

Making News

© 2012 Harland Clarke Corp. All rights reserved. 
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To learn more about 
Harland Clarke’s 

marketing services, visit 
www.harlandclarke.com.

Harland Clarke recently received the 2011 Database Excellence Gold 
Award. Presented by the National Center for Database Marketing 
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